
3 Latest Pay by Mobile Casinos in the UK
Digital Photography School provides comprehensive information on pay by mobile casinos.
These UK casinos allow you to make deposits using your phone bill or prepaid balance.
Numerous services support mobile payment, and they are all straightforward to use. If you
possess a UK SIM card, you can effortlessly deposit at these mobile-friendly casinos.

1. MrQ Casino

Originally rooted as an online bingo platform, MrQ Casino has evolved into a compelling
offering. With a game library rivalling the top UK casino sites and an array of enticing bonus
offers, it has carved a significant space in the gambling sector. This review sheds light on the
critical facets of MrQ Casino, giving you a detailed insight into its operations.

https://gamblizard.com/best-uk-online-casinos/casino-payment-options/pay-by-phone-casinos/
https://gamblizard.com/gotowebsite/mrq-casino-bonus/


Advantages:

● Low bonus offer wagering requirements.
● Library boasting over 1,000 top-tier games.
● Efficiently designed mobile app for on-the-go gaming.

Disadvantages:

● Absence of a loyalty program.

Boasting a collection of over 1,000 games, MrQ Casino promises something for every
gamer's palate. The majority are slot games, but players also have a plethora of other
options, with contributions from over 20 reputed game studios including giants like NetEnt,
Red Tiger Gaming, and Play’n GO. The casino also houses regular roulette and blackjack
variants, video poker titles, and a unique collection of slingo titles that marry the best of slot
and bingo games. With MrQ Casino, quality is a guarantee, and the gaming experience is
seamless, both on desktop and mobile.

2. Luck.com Casino

Luck.com is a burgeoning casino brand, founded in 2021 and currently undergoing a
transition by absorbing Cashmo, another prominent casino brand. The UK version boasts an
array of slots and Live Casino games, with unique features like Live Winner scrolls and Hot
RTP slots. Moreover, the casino rolls out enticing promotions and offers, catering both to
loyal Luck.com followers and new patrons transitioning from Cashmo.

Advantages:

● Generous Welcome Offer, with both deposit match and free spins.

https://gamblizard.com/gotowebsite/luck-casino-bonus/


● Features Live Hourly Hot RTP and Live Winners for better player guidance.
● An easy-to-use mobile app available on both iOS and Android.
● Strong presence on multiple social media channels.

Disadvantages:

● Limited Live Casino game variety.
● Payment methods are somewhat limited compared to other casinos.
● Higher minimum deposit for bonuses.

3. MrRex Casino

MrRex Casino plunges you into the luxurious ambiance of a top-tier casino from the get-go.
Its website design is sleek and easy to traverse, ensuring players can quickly find essential
information, predominantly located in the footer. But, is that all there is to it?

Advantages

● Diverse Payment Options: Offers an extensive array of payment methods, ensuring
something for everyone.

● Game Selection: A vast collection of games from popular game providers.
● Robust Responsible Gaming Measures: Comprehensive responsible gambling

program to support players.
● Transparent Licensing: Operated by a reputable company, licensed and regulated

by key authorities.
● User-Friendly Mobile Experience: Seamless gameplay on both web browsers and

mobile apps.
● Welcome Bonus: Attractive offers for new players to enhance their gaming

experience.

Disadvantages

● Limited Support Channels: Absence of phone support might deter some players.
● Lack of Lottery Games: Some players might miss having a more diverse selection,

including lottery games.
● No 24/7 Live Chat: While the live chat is efficient, its unavailability round-the-clock

might be a drawback for some.

https://gamblizard.com/gotowebsite/mr-rex-casino-bonus/


● No Exclusive Games: As of the review, there were no exclusive games or branded
tables.

● Withdrawal Limitations: Monthly withdrawal cap might be a restriction for
high-rollers.

In essence, Mr Rex stands as an appealing destination for online gambling enthusiasts. Its
array of features, from game variety to robust security measures, ensures that players have
a fulfilling experience. Although it presents certain drawbacks, like limited support channels
and the absence of lottery games, it shines in most areas crucial to players. Whether you're
an occasional gambler or a seasoned player, Mr Rex promises a worthwhile journey in the
virtual casino world.

Engaging in Pay by Phone Casinos

With nearly every online casino now optimised for mobile devices, discovering a
mobile-friendly casino is simple. Therefore, it's sensible to explore payment methods tailored
for mobile users. Although there are numerous commendable options, some are less
reliable.

Using wire transfers, cards, and e-wallets might be cumbersome, particularly when you're
mobile. The pay-by-phone option facilitates online deposits directly from your mobile phone,
eliminating the need for bank accounts, card details, or additional complications. Peruse our
compilation and enjoy games at UK-licensed pay by phone casinos.

Insights on Pay by Mobile Casinos

Here, we elucidate everything about pay by mobile casinos UK and their usage.

Digital Photography School’s Assistance in Discovering Pay by
Mobile Casinos

Many casinos present options to recharge your player account via your phone. On Digital
Photography School, we enumerate all casinos that support mobile deposits, differentiating
between deposit methods.

If you're pressed for time, revisit our list of pay-by-phone casinos and employ the rapid filters
to pinpoint sites supporting specific mobile banking methods. For those seeking thorough
information, delve into our extensive details about these casinos.

Our aim at Digital Photography School is to present precise and up-to-date casino data. Our
specialists independently assess casinos, and we share community user reviews. Our
objective is to depict the genuine gambling experience.



A pivotal aspect of our expert evaluation is the validation of withdrawals. We ensure a
transparent withdrawal process at each casino and verify that the casino pays out
appropriately.

The Mechanics of Mobile Billing in the UK

Depositing in a mobile billing casino is straightforward:

● Opt for Payforit or Boku on the casino’s deposit page.
● Select your desired deposit amount.
● Submit your phone number.
● A text containing a confirmation code will arrive.
● Input this code in the casino.
● Receive a confirmation after a successful deposit.

Traditional casino payment methods often require bank or card details. However, many
modern casinos support mobile billing, necessitating only your phone number.

Depending on your plan, the mobile phone deposit can be settled via:

● Your subsequent phone bill, or
● Your current pay-as-you-go credit.

Payment Methods

● Pay by Phone Bill: This allows you to deposit and play without immediate payment -
you settle the amount later via your phone bill. This method, however, might not align
with recent UK Gambling Commission guidelines, which discourage gambling with
unbudgeted funds. From April 2020, UK casinos no longer accept credit card
deposits. Consequently, some casinos have excluded this payment option.

● Pay with Phone Credit: For those with a prepaid phone number, you can deposit in
mobile casinos using phone credit, a secure method due to the anonymity of prepaid
SIMs. This also helps regulate casino expenditures.
Mobile Top Up: For monthly subscription mobile phones, deposits are reflected in
the subsequent phone bill.

● Pay by SMS: Billing methods typically validate UK mobile casino deposits through an
SMS. While paying by SMS isn't a standalone banking method, it's a pivotal step in
mobile payment. To deposit using SMS, use the aforementioned payment systems.

Identifying Pay-by-Phone Casinos
1. Use our expansive list on Digital Photography School to locate a suitable

pay-by-phone casino. Employ preset filters or devise your own to find casinos
supporting Payforit, Boku, or Apple Pay.

2. Peruse reviews from both users and experts after selecting a casino to understand
their experiences and insights.



3. Navigate to the chosen casino via our 'PLAY HERE' button. Once there, register by
providing necessary details.

4. To deposit, opt for Payforit, Boku, or Apple Pay. Determine the amount, follow
on-screen guidelines, and authenticate the transaction with your phone.

PAY BY MOBILE CASINO SITES FEATURING A
SPORTSBOOK
For those who appreciate a multifaceted online gaming experience, a good number of pay
by phone casino sites come equipped with a sportsbook. These platforms often provide both
casino games and sports wagering opportunities for their patrons.

For a broad view of these options, you can check out our dedicated 'Pay by Mobile Betting
Sites UK' page, which showcases a diverse selection of such sites.

Depositing methods remain consistent whether you're on the casino or betting side, ensuring
a seamless process without additional steps.

ENGAGE VIA YOUR MOBILE BROWSER
A significant majority of mobile casinos function flawlessly within your smartphone's browser.
No downloads are required. Simply choose a casino from our curated list, visit the site via
your mobile device, and create an account. It's straightforward!

Playing on an online casino via your mobile grants you nearly all features accessible on the
desktop version. On newer, mobile-optimised platforms, you might not discern any difference
whatsoever.

While some older platforms might still host games exclusive to desktop due to the cessation
of Flash technology support in December 2020, most casinos have been phasing out such
games.

EXPERIENCE TOP-REAL MONEY CASINO APPS
While many mobile casinos operate seamlessly within your browser, several have introduced
dedicated real-money casino apps. Often, these apps provide a more streamlined and
refined experience than their browser counterparts.

To embark on your mobile casino app journey:

1. Choose the finest real-money casino app from our list.
2. Access the casino and register to utilise the exclusive Digital Photography School

casino promotions.
3. Locate the app links and select your device's OS (Android or iOS).
4. Follow the provided link to the store or download page, and you'll be all set to play.



ANDROID CASINO APPS
Given the widespread use of the Android OS, a myriad of mobile casinos cater to Android
users. You can either access the casino directly via the browser or through a dedicated app.

Google's policies have occasionally limited the availability of casino apps in the Play Store.
Hence, some casinos offer app downloads directly on their websites. Though these
necessitate manual installation, they function just as efficiently as those from the Play Store.

Within a dedicated Android casino app, you can register, deposit, enjoy games, withdraw
funds, and contact customer support seamlessly.

iOS CASINO APPS
Much like Android, iOS enjoys extensive support across online casinos. A vast number of
platforms cater to both iPad and iPhone users.

Apps for iPhones function similarly to their Android counterparts. Aside from a few legacy
games, nearly all features and games found on the desktop or mobile browser versions are
available. Engage with the world of online casinos by downloading an app tailored for iPhone
and iPad.

WHY OPT FOR A MOBILE DEPOSIT CASINO?
Mobile deposit casinos offer numerous advantages:

● No need for cards, banking setups, or payment accounts for deposits.
● Play now and settle payments later.
● Swift, fee-free deposits with single-tap payments.
● Secure authentication safeguards your funds and data.
● Modest daily limits promote responsible gaming.

Simply put, mobile deposit casinos bring unparalleled convenience to your fingertips.

WHY MIGHT YOU AVOID A MOBILE DEPOSIT CASINO?
However, there are certain drawbacks:

● Withdrawals are not permitted. Another banking method will be required to claim your
winnings, except for Apple Pay.

● Deposit limits are capped at £10 per transaction and £30 daily.
● Not universally accepted; some smaller carriers don't support pay by phone billing.

A key limitation of pay by phone methods is the inability to withdraw winnings, necessitating
another banking method. This often involves verifying your chosen method via a deposit and
subsequent wager.



These modest deposit limits might also hinder players from accessing larger online casino
bonuses.

PAY BY PHONE CASINOS (EXCLUDING BOKU)
Although Boku stands as a dominant pay-by-mobile method, many casino enthusiasts seek
alternatives. Thankfully, numerous other payment methods are available, such as Fonix and
Apple Pay.

One primary reason players might choose a casino that doesn't rely on Boku is due to often
low deposit limits on such services. Conversely, using varied payment methods might permit
higher daily deposits since limits vary by method.

For those interested, here are some popular casinos not reliant on Boku:

● MrQ
● GG.Bet
● Jackpot Village

Mobile Payment Options for Casinos
When opting for mobile casino sites in the UK, there are several payment methods at your
disposal.

BOKU

Boku is the primary independent mobile payment facilitator for online casinos in the UK.
Apart from the UK, it functions across multiple nations spanning Europe, Asia, and the
Americas.

Using Boku is straightforward: select a payment option, input your mobile number, and
authenticate your deposit sum. If you've previously utilised Boku for a UK mobile casino,
your number will already be stored. This streamlines the process, letting you concentrate on
your gaming!

You can identify casinos that accept Boku through our filters. Additionally, our Boku casinos
page offers an in-depth understanding of the system.

PAYFORIT

A considerable number of UK casinos offer the Payforit payment option. This direct mobile
billing system has received endorsement from major UK network operators such as
Vodafone, Virgin, EE, O2, and Three.

Depositing via Payforit is straightforward. However, ensure that:

1. You have a mobile plan with one of the aforementioned carriers.
2. Your selected casino accommodates Payforit.



Then, simply adhere to the displayed instructions. It's worth noting that whilst many UK
casinos use Payforit, it might be listed under varied titles like 'Pay by Phone', 'Mobile Pay',
and so on.

For a detailed list of Payforit casinos, you can refer to our dedicated article.

APPLE PAY

Apple Pay is fast gaining traction among iOS users globally, catering to the latest iPhone,
iPad, and Apple Watch users. It merges the functions of credit and debit cards but with
advanced technology, enabling quick, secure mobile transactions. For streamlined payments
on online casinos, consider using Apple Pay.

A comprehensive list of Apple Pay casinos in the UK is available for your reference.

CONVENTIONAL BANKING METHODS ON MOBILE
Traditional banking methods are accessible across both mobile and desktop platforms:

● Instant Banking: Log in with your online banking details, and top-up your casino
balance using your mobile.

● Credit and Debit Cards: Finish the transaction via your smartphone browser. For
future ease, you can store your card information.

● E-wallets: Sign in to services like Skrill or Neteller to transfer funds. Skrill's 1-Tap
feature minimises transaction steps.

● PayPal: Casinos that accept PayPal offer swift deposits with PayPal One Touch.
● MuchBetter: Top up your casino wallet and authorise your deposits via the mobile

app.

Avail Mobile Casino Bonuses
Mobile casino bonuses enhance your gaming experience on smart devices. Several
bonuses are tailored exclusively for mobile users.

The bonuses range from free spins to deposit bonuses. Detailed information on these
bonuses can be found on our bonus pages. Remember, some bonuses are mobile-specific.

MOBILE-FOCUSED CASINO BONUSES
Casinos promote mobile gaming, recognising the growing number of mobile-first players.
Exclusive bonuses are occasionally on offer for mobile users, distinct from desktop offers.
Such bonuses were once abundant, but their frequency has dwindled recently.

FAQs



● Which mobile billing options are available in the UK for casinos?
The leading providers are Boku and Payforit. While casinos may utilise Payforit, it
might be named differently, like 'Pay by Mobile'.

● Can I withdraw using Boku or Payforit?
No, you'd need to validate another withdrawal method, often by depositing and
wagering a certain amount.

● Are there any fees for mobile payments?
Generally, no. Ensure the casino doesn't impose deposit fees for mobile
transactions.

● Is mobile deposit safe?
Absolutely. Boku and Payforit are reliable; only your phone number is required,
which is less intrusive than other methods.

● Can I avail bonuses with mobile deposits?
Certainly! Ensure your deposit meets the minimum threshold to be eligible for
bonuses.

● Are there deposit limitations for mobile billing?
Yes, these are determined by mobile billing providers. Typically, the minimum
deposit starts at £5, with a daily cap of £30.

● What are 'Pay by Phone' slots?
It's a misnomer. There's no distinction in slots based on payment methods. You can
play any game of your choice, including online slots, table games, or engage in live
online casinos.


